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ABSTRACT

Due to the high safety requirements for nuclear power plant operation, control desks must be designed in such a 
way operators can take all the procedures safely, with a good overview of all variable indicators and easy access 
to actuator controls. Also, operators must see alarms indication in a way they can easily identify any abnormal 
conditions and bring the NPP back to normal operation. The ergonomics and human factors fields have helped 
evaluations to improve the design of nuclear power plant control systems. Lately, the use of virtual control 
desks  have  helped  even  more  such  evaluations,  by integrating  in  one  platform both  nuclear  power  plant 
dynamics  simulator  with a  high visual  fidelity control  desk  prototyping.  Operators  can  interact  with these 
virtual control desks in a similar way as with real ones. Such a virtual control desk has been under development 
at Instituto de Engenharia Nuclear, IEN/CNEN. This paper reports the latest improvements, with the use of 
more interaction modes, to turn operation a friendlier task. An automatic speech recognition interface has been 
implemented as a self-contained system, by accessing directly MS Windows Application Interface, and with 
online neural network training for spoken commend recognition. Thus, operators can switch among different 
desk views. Besides this, head tracking interfaces have been integrated with the virtual control desk, to move 
within  desk  views  according  to  users’ head  movements.  Both  marker  and  markerless-based  head  tracking 
interfaces have been implemented. Results are shown and commented.

INTRODUCTION

Nuclear  power  plants  (NPP)  involve  high  safety  requirements  in  their  operation,  thus 
operators must keep them into normal operational conditions, or act appropriately and fast to 
bring them back to normal conditions in the occurrence of any abnormal ones. Operators 
must run very efficient training, to prepare facing postulated incidents or accidents. These 
training  used to  be carried out through the use of full-scope control  desk models,  which 
resembled real ones with high fidelity relatively to visual appearance. This favored training in 



that users could see all variable indicators, actuator controls and alarm indication in the same 
positioning as they would do in real control desks.

Besides  this,  computer-based  NPP simulators  play  the  role  of  all  NPP  dynamics  during 
operation  (IAEA-TECDOC  995,  1998),  since  its  start-up  to  its  shut  down,  running  all 
intermediary  steps.  Both  normal  and  abnormal  conditions  can  be  simulated,  with  online 
interfacing with users. They can interact with these NPP simulators through input commands, 
seeing the corresponding response to their actions also online though the variable indicators. 
But the first approach in using these computer-based NPP simulators were usually coupled 
with synoptic-based windows interfaces, that correspond to schematic diagrams representing 
the  NPP dynamics  and interfacing.  These  windows were  usually  implemented  through a 
number of frames showing the many NPP subsystems or alarm indications. This approach 
lacked the visual similarity with the corresponding real control desks in that they were based, 
since  schematic  frames  differ  a  lot  from  real  control  desks’  views.  Also,  the  need  of 
switching through many different  frame views did not  favor  user  training or ergonomics 
evaluation (Hollnagel, 1985; Pikaar, 1990; ANSI ANS-3.5, 1993; Foley et al., 1998; Feher, 
1999).

From another perspective, virtual reality (VR) techniques can improve user interfacing with 
NPP simulators, since virtual control desks (VCD) resemble much the real ones in which they 
are based. Therefore, the VCD approach combined with the computer-based simulators bring 
both  the  online  dynamics  simulation  capability  and  the  high  fidelity  visual  appearance, 
favoring  user  training  and  ergonomics  evaluation.  Such  a  VCD  has  been  developed  at 
Instituto  de  Engenharia  Nuclear (Nuclear  Engineering  Institute  –  IEN),  a  research  and 
development (R&D) center belonging to Comissão Nacional de Energia Nuclear (Brazilian 
Commission of Nuclear Energy – CNEN), (Aghina et al., 2008). An existing NPP computer-
based  simulator  was  integrated  with  this  developed  VCD through  computer  networking, 
either local or through the Internet. The VCD thus play the role of the previously available 
synoptic windows-based interface.

New  interacting  modes  were  included  for  a  friendlier  user  interfacing,  to  enable  user 
interaction in front of projection screens,  for example,  free from computer  keyboard and 
mouse.  These  new  interacting  modes  comprise  an  automatic  speech  recognition  (ASR) 
system and head tracking systems that will be discussed in the following sections. Two head 
tracking systems were tested, with and without visual markers. The R&D staff noticed that a 
combination  of  these  interacting  modes  served  better  user  interfacing,  than  using  one or 
another alone. 

RELATED RESEARCH

A previous  R&D was carried out  at  IEN for the development  of  a  computer-based NPP 
simulator,  in cooperation with the  Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute  (KAERI) and 
with the International Atomic Energy Agency (AIEA). This cooperation resulted in a new 
laboratory  at  IEN  in  2003,  named  Laboratório  de  Interfaces  Homem-Sistema  (Human-
Systems Interface Laboratory – LABIHS), (Carvalho and Obadia, 2002; Santos et al., 2008).

The developed  NPP simulator was coupled with a synoptic windows-based interface that 
communicated with the simulator through computer networking. This whole system has been 
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used through these years at IEN for operator training and to support ergonomics evaluation. 
The later led to modification proposals in the form information is presented for users, so as to 
improve it from the ergonomics point of view, and consequently improve operational safety 
(Carvalho et al., 2008; Santos et al., 2008; Oliveira et al., 2007). Figure 1 shows a view of a 
reduced-scale model of the real control desk in that the current VCD was based. Figure 2 
shows a view of the computer-based NPP simulator room, where it is possible to notice the 
use of multiple computer screens, to minimize the need for switching among many frame 
views; even so, it may still be a difficult task. Figure 3 shows an example view of a synoptic 
window.  A logical  division of your  paper  into sections,  etc.,  makes  it  so much easier  to 
understand.

Figure  1.  Reduced-scale  full-scope  model  of  the 
real control desk.

Figure 2. Computer-based NPP simulator room.
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Figure 3. An example synoptic window.

Relatively to VR approaches in designing and evaluating control desks or rooms, there are 
other R&D groups running similar works directed also towards the nuclear field, as can be 
verified  by the  following references  (Drøivoldsmo and Louka,  2002;  Nystad and Strand, 
2006;  Markidis and  Rizwan-uddin,  2006;  Hanes and  Naser,  2006).  The  VR  approaches 
enable  the evaluation  and decision making about  location  of variable  indicators,  actuator 
controls and alarms displays, to serve a better operator acting to run normal NPP operations 
and to mitigate  any abnormal  conditions,  before the construction real  control  desks.  This 
enables also the modification of existing ones, to improve their design from the ergonomics 
perspective.

THE VIRTUAL CONTROL DESK

The VCD was developed from the beginning to consist in an interactive interface with users, 
what led to the choice of OpenGL graphics pack for C/C++ languages. The VCD design was 
fully based on the real control desk shown in Figure 1, considering all variable indicator and 
actuator  control  types,  as well  as alarm indicators.  These interface  types  were created as 
different classes, each on replicated as needed. Photos were used as textures for all these 
interfaces and for the front VCD front panel, with the schematic connections shown. Figure 4 
shows a  complete  view of  the  VCD; compare  it  with Figure  1.  Figure 5  shows a  close 
perspective view of the VCD.
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Figure 1. VCD’s complete view.

Figure 5. A close perspective view of the VCD.

The developed VCD was then connected with the existing computer-based NPP simulator 
through TCP/IP protocol, what enables not only local computer network communication, but 
also remote communication through the Internet. This was implemented through adding a 
TCP/IP module to the system, as explained in the following. The NPP simulator comprises a 
shared memory, to be accessed by both the simulator running program and by the (previously 
existing) synoptic windows program. Currently, the VCD plus the TPC/IP module play the 
role of the previous synoptic windows one, as illustrated by Figure 6.
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a) 

b)

Figure 2. a) Block diagram of the previously existing system with the synoptic windows 
interface; b) Block diagram of the current system, with the VCD plus the TCP/IP socket 
playing the role of the synoptic windows one.

SPEECH RECOGNITION 

The ASR made use of well-known techniques for small-vocabulary isolated-word recognition 
system,  as  using  Cepstral  analysis  (Rabiner and Schafer,  1978;  Oppenheim and Schafer, 
1989)  for  parameter  extraction,  and  neural  networks  (NN),  (Haykin,  1999)  for  pattern 
recognition.  The  system was  first  implemented  offline,  and  then  upgraded to  full  online 
system, including online NN training, as detailed in the following. The speech recognition is 
currently performed in the following steps: (i) speech detection; (ii) end-point detection; (iii) 
word segmentation; (iv) parameter extraction; (v) pattern recognition. All steps are detailed.

In  the  first  step  above  (i),  speech  sound  is  automatically  detected  through  a  specified 
threshold,  adjusted  experimentally,  to  identify  speech  above  background  noise,  and  start 
recording.

Then, in the second step (ii), once recorded with a fixed (sufficient large) time window,  − 
also adjusted experimentally −, end-point detection is performed to isolate the spoken word 
itself from the background noise, following a simple approach using short-time energy (Pinto 
et al., 1995).

In the third step (iii),  the (already isolated) spoken word is segmented in an approximate 
range of 30 ms, where speech can be considered stationary (Rabiner and Schafer,  1978). 
Segmentation is performed with Hamming window (Rabiner and Schafer, 1978; Oppenheim 
and Schafer, 1989), with a fifty-percent superposition to compensate for attenuation in the 
segments’ ends (Lima et al., 2000; Diniz et al., 1999).

Parameter extraction (iv) is performed in a simple and readily implementable form as the 
Cepstral coefficients obtained from the Fourier transform analysis (Lima et al., 2000; Diniz 
et al., 1999). The speech signal s(n) can be considered as a convolution between an excitation 
signal  u(n) with the human vocal tract  h(n), as shown by Equation 1. The vocal tract is a 
time-varying system modeled by the variable filter h(n); this is the reason because the speech 
signal  must  be  segmented  in  a  short-time  range  before  being  processed  by  the  Fourier 
analysis  (Oppenheim and  Schafer,  1989).  Then,  speech  is  analysed  in  both  time  and 
frequency,  leading  to  the  spectrogram,  as  shown in  Figure 7.  Cepstral  analysis  performs 
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deconvolution between excitation and vocal tract response, according to Equation 2. The later 
one can be used for pattern recognition. Twelve Cepstral coefficients belong to the vocal tract 
(Rabiner and Schafer,  1978) were extracted,  discarding the zero-index one (Deller et  al., 
1993),  along  fifty  segments,  resulting  in  six  hundred  parameters  per  word  for  pattern 
recognition. 

( ) ( ) ( )nhnuns ∗= (1)

( )[ ]{ } ( ){ } === kSIDFTnsDFTIDFTcS loglog (2)

( ) ( ){ } ( ) ( ){ } HU cckHkUIDFTkHkUIDFT +=+== logloglog

where:

• IDFT: inverse discrete Fourier transform
• S(k): DFT of the speech signal
• U(k): DFT of the excitation
• H(k): DFT of the vocal tract
• cS: Cepstrum of the speech signal
• cU: Cepstrum of the excitation
• cH: Cepstrum of the vocal tract

The six hundred-dimensional data form a random vector that, with all realizations comprised 
by the repetitions for all the commands to be recognized, form a data set that is used for 
training a NN for the pattern recognition stage. In a former implementation, two parallel NN 
of different topologies were used for a voting system (Jorge et al., 2010).

Currently, only one feed-forward NN (FFNN) trained with a more robust backpropagation 
(BP) -based training algorithm is used instead. The training algorithms implemented perform 
adaptation of learning rates (Jacobs, 1988;  Cichocki and Unbehauen, 2003), what leads to 
faster  convergence  in  flat  regions  in  the  search  space,  while  slower convergence  around 
minima. The effect of this approach is a more robust convergence in regions quite different 
from parabolic-like minima, as steep gutter-like ones, for example. This originated a class of 
backpropagation algorithms known as resilient backpropagation (RPROP), (Riedmiller and 
Braun, 1992), more robust for convergence.

The current implementation is based in part on the Silva and Almeida algorithm (Silva and 
Almeida, 1990; Cichocki and Unbehauen, 1993), according to Equation 3. Global adaptive 
learning rate was also implemented (Cichocki and Unbehauen, 2003), similar to the local one 
but using only one learning rate for the whole NN. The implemented code enables some 
choices for users, as: (i) online or batch training (Haykin, 1999); (ii) possible use of moment 
(Haykin, 1999); (iii) global or local adaptive learning rate (Cichocki and Unbehauen, 2003).
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Figure 7.  The time-domain spoken command “acima” (Portuguese word for “up”) in 
the  upper  part;  and  its  corresponding  spectrogram  in  the  lower  part,  where  it  is 
possible to notice the time-varying nature of the speech spectrum.
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where:
• ( )kw ji∆ : current adaptation to the ji-th synapse
• ( )1−∆ kw ji : last adaptation to the ji-th synapse

•
jiw

E

∂
∂

: energy gradient relatively to the ji-th synapse

• β: momentum parameter
• ( )kjiη : current local adaptive learning rate parameter, relatively to the  ji-th 
synapse

4.1. Implementation details

In a first stage (Jorge et al., 2010), the ASR system was implemented as an integrated part of 
the VCD system. It was developed using the OpenAL pack for C/C++ languages, besides the 
OpenGL one, for executing the desired commands in the VCD system through the OpenGL’s 
GLUT function.

But lately the purpose was to turn the ASR into a self-contained system to be used with the 
VCD or reused for any other  application.  Thus,  it  was implemented using MS Windows 
Application Programming Interface (API), through which the ASR system interacts directly 
with MS Windows operational system (OS), − though one could implement it in other OS too 
−, thus independent of the application. This is done by associating the recognized commands 
to keyboard or mouse’s existing ones, according to the API command list.

HEAD TRACKING
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Two approaches for head tracking were implemented: with and without visual markers. But 
in both cases, the purpose is to enable a more natural interaction between users and system. 
Head tracking turned out to be an interesting possibility after some experimentation with the 
ASR system. A user had to talk commands to do anything during operation of the VCD, since 
moving its view up, down, left or right to zooming it in or out, or switching view among 
different  VCD’s  modules  (see Figure  4,  where  it  is  possible  to  see  three  main  VCD’s 
modules). Imagine that user had to have a close view of some detail in the left module, for 
example; he or she would have to switch view to that module,  then adjust the zoom to a 
specific indicator, every action controlled by voice commands; it might be a difficult task to 
speak repeatedly “left”, “right”, and so on, until focusing in the desired indicator.

Head  tracking  is  based  on  a  six-degree  of  freedom  (6  DoF)  information,  three  for 
displacements  relatively  to  the  three  Cartesian  axes,  and  other  three  for  rotation  angles 
relatively also to the same three axes, as illustrated by Figure 8. This work makes use of only 
three degrees of freedom that are, according to Figure 8: (i) yaw, (ii) pitch and (iii) forward-
back, tha later to enable zooming in and out the VCD.

Figure 8. 6 DoF for head tracking.

Thus, the R&D staff became searching for other types of interaction modes. In fact, both the 
ASR and the head tracking systems can be combined depending upon the task to be executed.

With the head tracking approach, the above mentioned task (seeing a detail information in the 
left VCD module) could be executed by moving user’s head to the left, and the image would 
then turn to that side; and to look in more detail an indicator, he or she needed to approach 
head towards the screen, and the projected image would zoom in.

5.1. Head tracking with visual markers

This interaction mode makes use of visual markers attached to user’s head, with an infrared 
(IR) sensor, − Trackir5, supplied by Natural Point (www.naturalpoint.com) −, enabling head 
pose estimation.  Three reflective markers  are fixed at  user’s  head.  The pose is  estimated 
based on projective geometry computation, by a freeware library, − OptiTrack −, supplied by 
the same company.  Tests  showed this  approach results  in  a  good accuracy in  head pose 
estimation. Figure 9 shows a view of this interaction mode in operation.
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Figure 9. The head tracking interaction mode with visual markers.

5.2. Markerless head tracking

Another approach was also implemented and tested, markerless head tracking system. The 
code used performs head pose estimation based on tracking some points detected in users 
face, with six degrees of freedom, and is a proprietary library named FaceAPI, supplied by 
Seeing  Machines  (www.seeingmachines.com).  The  source  code  is  not  available,  and  the 
company does not supply any details about the tracking methodology used. Thus, it is used as 
an executable called by our application. It operates with either webcams or IR cameras.

The disadvantage of this approach, after performing some tests, is that it does not has good 
accuracy as the other approach with visual markers, specially when user turns his or her head 
to  the  sides;  at  twenty  degrees  to  both  sides,  the  estimation  of  head  angle  sometimes 
oscillates, making the VCD image on screen to shake for both sides. The advantage is that 
interaction is more natural, since there is no need of using markers on user’s head.

Another disadvantage is that this system can not be used with head-up display. Since it is 
trained to detect faces, any other device in one’s head makes face undetectable by the code. 
Other details such as glasses or beard can also cause problems in face detection.
Besides this, tests showed that using the head tracking system (be it with or without markers) 
as the only interaction mode would also cause problems. Executing all commands by voice 
would be a difficult task, but in the present one too, as explained in the following. Imagine 
the same situation mentioned in the first paragraph of section , repeated here for convenience: 
say a user had to have a close view of some detail in the left module, for example; he or she 
would have to switch view to that module, then adjust the zoom to a specific indicator, every 
action controlled by head movements. It might be a difficult task and cause discomfort for 
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user to move head to the left sufficiently to switch to the left VCD module’s view, and then 
approaching  his  or  her  head  to  the  projection  or  computer  screen  for  zooming  in,  until 
focusing in the desired indicator.  That is  the reason for using both interaction modes,  as 
explained in Section 5. Figure 10 shows a screen shot of the markerless head tracking system 
in operation.

Figure 10. The markerless head tracking system.

Thus it follows some advantages and disadvantages of both methods in Table 1.

Table 1. Comparative analysis between the marker-based and the markerless tracking 
methods relatively to some usage parameters.

MARKER-BASED METHOD MARKERLESS METHOD

CAMERA TYPE Proprietary IR camera General  purpose  camera 
(webcam)

CAMERA CHARACTERISTICS Operates  with  low 
illumination

Higher  tracking  errors  for 
low sensitivity cameras and 
low  frame  rates  (requires 
minimum of 30 fps)

POSE ESTIMATION Robust  pose  estimation 
even  for  high  rotation 
angles

Poorer  pose  estimation  for 
high rotation angles

TRACKING ERRORS Losses tracking if there are 
reflexive objects in scene

Do not loose tracking when 
new face appears in scene

INITIALIZATION AND OPERATION Immediate  tracking  from Requires from 5 to 6 s from 
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the beginning initial to current tracking
SOFTWARE AND LIMITATIONS Free software, can be used 

for commercial purpose by 
$150.00 (including camera)

Free  software  demo  for 
non-commercial 
applications,  full  software 
with paid license

COUPLING WITH HEAD-UP 
DISPLAY

Can be coupled with head-
up display

Can  not  be  coupled  with 
head-up display

5.3. Combining spoken command recognition and head tracking interfacing techniques

After many tests, it became clear for the R&D staff that each interaction mode − based on the 
ASR system and the head tracking-based one − had their own advantages and disadvantages, 
suggesting  they  could  be combined,  each  one  for  those  tasks  where  it  performed  better, 
resulting in a more complete and friendlier interfacing. Combination is performed between 
the  ASR  and  head  tracking  systems  (with  or  without  markers),  not  between  both  head 
tracking approaches.

The ASR system performs very well to switch quickly among different VCD views, as for 
example, switching from an overall view, as shown in Figure 4, to a partial view, or to return 
to a previous view. Users have to speak simple commands such as “left module” (or simply 
“left”), “up”, “down”, or “back”, to return to a previous view.

Once switched to the desired view through the ASR system, the head tracking system enables 
user to focus on more details in that view, by moving head a just bit for each side, up or 
down, to direct sight to a specific indicator, for example. Users can also zoom the view in or 
out by approaching or aparting his or her head just a bit from the VCD image. This sounds 
more comfortable for user than moving head far apart for each side to switch among views, 
besides zooming in or out; or doing every tasks only by voice.

5.4. Mouse-like interaction mode

Another interaction mode has been tested lately for user interaction with commands to switch 
among VCD views, besides the ASR system. Wii-mote device used with Wii computer game, 
from Nitendo (www.nitendo.com), can be reused as a 3D mouse-like device. It comprises an 
accelerometer that is used for hand position estimates relatively to the three Cartesian axes. 
Interfacing is performed by GLOVEPIE code, through bluetooth communication.

This  interaction  mode  is  also  very  important  when  combined  with  the  head-up  display, 
besides speech-based command, since using a traditional mouse would be impractible with a 
head-up display.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The developed VCD proved to be a very good alternative relatively to the synoptic windows-
based  approach,  by  aggregating  both  the  high  fidelity  visual  appearance  with  the 
corresponding  real  control  desk,  and  the  computer-based  PWR NPP simulation  system’s 
functionality.
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Relatively  to  the  interaction  modes,  it  turned  out  that  a  combination  of  ASR with  head 
tracking would result in a more natural users’ interaction with the VCD. Each interaction 
mode is used for the tasks it serves best, with ASR performing better for switching among 
different  VCD  views,  − what  one  could  call  macro  movements  −;  with  head  tracking 
performing better for small movements within a particular VCD module view,  − what one 
could call micro movements.

Another conclusion is related to using the head-up displays, in relation to projection screen or 
computer screens. But the head-up display can only be used with the visual marker approach, 
because the markerless system requires a whole view of users’ faces to track head position.
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